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FORUM: “PATRIOTIC HISTORY” AND THE (RE)NATIONALIZATION OF
MEMORY

Holodomor and the Holocaust in Ukraine as Cultural Memory:
Comparison, Competition, Interaction
Georgiy Kasianov*

Institute of the History of Ukraine, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

The Great Famine of 1932–33 (called Holodomor or “murder by hunger”) and the Holo-
caust both occurred on the territory of contemporary Ukraine in the 1930s–40s. Both
events were objects of deliberate or even forced amnesia and became suppressed mem-
ories in Soviet times, and both emerged in public and academic debates at the end of the
1980s as a form of collective memory bearing the status of “restored historical truth” or
under the title of “restoration of historical justice.” In both cases, all of the basic commem-
orative practices and discourses came from outside Ukraine. Both prove to be highly con-
troversial topics, heavily instrumentalized by different social, political, religious, state, and
civil actors. As a form of constructed collective memory, Holodomor and Holocaust inter-
acted, intertwined, and even competed in the field of the politics of the past.

National Narrative and Perception of the Other

Since the end of the 1980s, the nationalization of the past has been a mainstream issue in
the politics of memory in Ukraine and reconstruction and political legitimation of the
national narrative, in which the Ukrainian nation was presented as a central and sovereign
actor of the historical process constituted the fundamentals of this version of the past.1 As
almost everywhere in the post-Communist Eurasian world, “national” was supposed to
become “ethnonational”: the history of Ukraine was meant to be a history of ethnic Ukrai-
nians (understood as a community of shared language and culture). Within this, the per-
ception of the non-Ukrainian ethnic groups varies between recognition of them as a
collective ethnic, cultural, and religious Other, and distancing of them as aliens, exploiters,
invaders, perpetrators, or even enemies of the Ukrainian nation. The representation and
perception of Poles, Crimean Tatars, and Russians in Ukrainian school textbooks on
History based on ethnocultural stereotypes became a matter of concern at the turn of
the millenium.2 In the 2010s, the situation has improved slightly, however, the depiction
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of the Other as a source of permanent conflict persisted.3 Moreover, some national groups
were sometimes simply neglected and ignored, reduced instead to an object of radical
social distancing, for instance, Romani people. The Ukrainian population displays the
highest level of social distance (xenophobia index or Bogardus scale) toward the Roma:
it reached 5.5 points in 20074 and remained almost unchanged in 2018 – 5.66 (the
highest level of negative attitudes toward alien equals 7 on this scale).5 According to a
spring 2017 sociological survey, forty-seven per cent of respondents believe that the
rights of Roma should be restricted.6

Jews constitute no exception within this picture and belong to the collective ethnic
and cultural Other. In popular discourse, they are often seen as the antagonist, a view
that can be traced back to specific cultural stereotypes that historically move in a straight
line from Jewish innkeeper and Jewish usurer to Jewish commissar or Bolshevik. This
stereotype, alive and well on the popular level, sometimes also rises to the surface of
more official discourse, and apparently, it is no coincidence that such comebacks
happen at moments when the real or perceived competition between different
memory narratives is heightened. For instance, there have been attempts to accuse the
Jews of masterminding Holodomor. In some cases, these efforts have been explicit, as
with the blatantly anti-Semitic writings of the representatives of the private higher edu-
cation institution, the Interregional Academy of Personnel Management.7 (Importantly,
top government officials publicly condemned MAUP activities). In other cases, the stereo-
type was propounded in a more “delicate” way: for instance, in 2009, the Security Service
of Ukraine published a list of those responsible for the organization of the Great Famine of
1932–33, citing not only their party pseudonyms but their real Jewish names and sur-
names as well. The publication of the list, which was incomplete and contained errors,
triggered a protest from the Ukrainian Jewish Committee.8

The predominance of the ethnocentric version of the past in the official historical dis-
course creates another intrinsic problem. The promotion of an affirmative Ukrainian

ukrayinski pidruchnyky z istoriyi) (Kyiv: Heneza, 2000); Natalia Honcharenko and Maria Kushnaryova, “Shkola inshuvan-
nya,” Krytyka, no. 4 (2001): 6–7; Natalia Yakovenko, “Polshcha ta polyaky v shkilnykh pidruchnykakh istoriyi,” in Para-
lelnyy svit. Doslidzhennya z istoriyi uyavlen ta idey v Ukrayini ХVІ–ХVІІ st. (Кiev: Krytyka 2002); Natalia Yakovenko
“Akademichnyy pidruchnyk: kanon i novatsiya,” Krytyka, nos. 7–8 (2007); Georgiy Kasianov and Pavlo Polianski,
eds., Pidruchnyk z istoriyi. Problemy tolerantnosti. Metodychnyy posibnyk dlya avtoriv ta redaktoriv vydavnytstv (Cher-
nivtsi: Bukrek, 2012); Giulnara Bekirova “Oy tataryn, bratichok, tataryn, prodav sestrytsyu zadarom… ,” Yaki tsinnosti
pryshcheplyuye yunym hromadyanam Ukrayinska derzhava cherez shkilni pidruchnyky, Ukrainskyi tyzhden, 4 April
2015, http://tyzhden.ua/History/132828

3 For the Polish case, see Baturyna Svitlana, “Obraz poliakiv i Pol`shchi v ukrains`kykh pidruchnykakh z istorii,” Siverian
chronichle, no. 6 (2020): 52–62.

4 Volodymyr Paniotto, “Dynamika ksenofobiyi y antysemityzmu v Ukrayini (1994–2007),” http://www.kiis.com.ua/
materials/articles/xenophobia_antisemitism.pdf

5 “Mizhetnichni uperedzhennia v Ukraini,” 4 October 2018, http://kiis.com.ua/?lang=ukr&cat=reports&id=793&page=1
6 Aleksandr Dmytruk “Ponad 50% ukraintsiv skhvaliuyut` obmezhennia prav narkozalezhnykh ta eks-zasudzhenykh Dozlidz-
hennia,” 5 July 2017, https://hromadske.ua/posts/ponad-50-ukraintsiv-skhvaliuiut-obmezhennia-prav-narkozalezhnykh-
ta-eks-zasudzhenykh-doslidzhennia

7 Komu buv vyhidnyy Holodomor? (Kyiv: MAUP, 2004), 56, 61, 62. Unsurprisingly, there were discussions about the inter-
national Zionist conspiracy and the famine of 1932–1933 as one of its results. One of the conferences of the Interre-
gional Academy of Personnel Management (November 2005) was called “The Jewish-Bolshevik Coup of 1917 as the
Prelude to the Red Terror and Ukrainian Holodomors,” http://maup.com.ua/ua/pro-akademiyu/novini1/usi-novini1/
tekst_vistupu_georgiya_schokina_na_konferencii_evreysko-bilshovickiy_perevorot_1917_roku_yak_peredumova_
chervonogo_teroru_ta_ukrainskih_gol.html

8 SBU, “Yevrei vidreahuvaly na spysok vynnykh u holodomori,” 28 July 2008, https://ukrajinciberlinu.wordpress.com/
2009/11/27/євреї-образилися-на-список-винних-у-го/
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history often means revisionism, negationism,9 and hidden or overt xenophobia. For
instance, the glorification of certain persons, groups, and political movements often
results in the relativization of their deeds towards non-Ukrainians. Extermination of
Polish civilians by the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) in 1943 can be presented as a
part of the Polish-Ukrainian War,10 while the collaboration of the Ukrainian nationalists
with Nazi may be justified as a historical necessity, i.e. as a matter of choice between
bad and worse, while their participation in the extermination of Jews is neglected or rela-
tivized.11 Similarly, the whole ethnic group might be attributed as a perpetrator of the
crime against another ethnic group: Ukrainians might be presented as natural-born
anti-Semites, while Jews or Russians – as eternal enemies of Ukrainians and perpetrators
of Holodomor.

Finally, the rise of a pure, patriotic, exclusivist version of the past often provokes
uneven treatment and competition of victimhood. A group’s national tragedy can be
perpetuated and elevated to the status of the universal sacral symbol, whilst similar
tragedies of the Others may be neglected, marginalized, and even minimized or
obscured; Ukraine only started to commemorate the International Holocaust Remem-
brance day in 2012 and the Ukrainian parliament recognized the deportation of
Crimean Tatars of 1944 as an act of genocide only in 2015, after the annexation of
Crimea by Russia. Still, in 2021, yet Ukraine does not officially recognize the Armenian
genocide for political reasons – despite numerous addresses by representatives of the
local Armenian community.

Holodomor and the Holocaust on the Ukrainian Memory Map

Since the mid-1980s, Holodomor has evolved from a taboo topic to an all-national sacral
symbol and one of the constituting national historical myths. Between 1993 – when the
state-supported Ukrainian commemorative events, dedicated to the symbolic 60th anni-
versary of the famine – until the mid-2000s, the promotion of the canonical memory nar-
rative of Holodomor (as a genocide of ethnic Ukrainians) was mostly the matter of
concern of civil society and non-governmental organizations. In the middle of the
2000s however, the advancement of Holodomor-genocide memory reached the state
level, becoming a part of a planned governmental policy.

The word “Holodomor,” which emerged in the public vocabulary in 1988, became a
part of official discourse in the 1990s. In 1998, President Leonid Kuchma established
the National Day of Remembrance of Victims of the Holodomor. The last Saturday of
November became the national day of remembrance, which was annually observed
and followed by official and unofficial rituals throughout the country. In November
2006, a special law approved the status of the Holodomor as a genocide against the

9 On typical case of the Holocaust negationism in Western Ukraine see: John-Paul Himka, “The Lontsky Street Prison
Memorial Museum. An Example of Post-Communist Holocaust Negationism,” in Perspectives on the Entangled
History of Communism and Nazism: A Comnaz Analysis, eds. Klas-Göran Karlsson, Johan Stenfeldt, and Ulf Zander
(Lanham, MA: Lexington Books, 2015), 137–66.

10 Volodymyr Viatrovych, Druha pol`s`ko-ukrains`ka viyna 1942–1947 (Kyiv: Vydavnychyi Dim “Kyyivo-Mohylians’ka Aka-
demia,” 2011), 288.

11 Numerous publications of the Lviv based Center for the Study of Liberation Movement (http://cdvr.org.ua/) could serve
as an example.
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Ukrainian people and public denial of the Holodomor was deemed illegal.12 Since then,
the legislature has undertaken thirteen attempts to criminalize public denial of Holodo-
mor as such or as a genocide13 (all of them failed, however).

From the beginning of the 1990s, Holodomor became an integral part of the school
curriculum and entrance examination on History. By 2013, the number of (printed) pub-
lications devoted to Holodomor exceeded thirteen thousand, inclduding the state spon-
sored the eighteen-volume Book of Memory dedicated to the victims of Holodomor. In
2008, the National Museum of Holodomor-Genocide was established in Kyiv, becoming
a major official memorial site devoted to the commemoration of the event, with ceremo-
nial visits to this memorial site becoming part of the official diplomatic protocol high-level
visits by foreign dignitaries. By 2017, about seven thousand monuments and memorial
sites to the victims of Holodomor were erected in Ukraine.14

As a set of canonical, stereotyped representations of the Great Famine of 1932–33 and
various commemorative practices, Holodomore has reached the level of an invented tra-
dition.15 By 2006, 60.9 per cent of respondents agreed that it was an act of genocide;16 in
2013, their share reached sixty-six per cent;17 and 2019, eight-two per cent of respondents
believed that the Holodomor was a genocide.18

The Holocaust as a form of cultural memory of/in Ukraine represents a rather different
picture. During the Second World War, approximately 1.5 million Jews were killed by the
Nazis and their local collaborators on the territory of contemporary Ukraine; every fourth
Holocaust victim was from that geographical area.19

The Holocaust as a topic of public discourse started to emerge at the beginning of
the 1990s. At that time, the word “Holocaust” was out of use, all sporadic official
statements followed the slightly modified Soviet tradition, speaking of the Nazi
terror against Ukrainians or peoples of various nationalities. In September 1991, the
Head of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of Ukraine, Leonid Kravchuk, men-
tioned Jews as the primary target and apologized on behalf of Ukrainians for numer-
ous iniquities in the past.20 Simultaneously, the Cabinet of Ministers approved a
resolution dedicated to the fiftieth anniversary of the Babyn Yar massacre from late
September 1941, in which approx. 33,771 Jews were killed. The document spoke of

12 Zakon Ukrainy “Pro Holodomor 1032–1933 rokiv v Ukraini,” 28 November 2006: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/
376-16#Text

13 Calculated by the author on the basis of: zakon.rada.gov.ua
14 V Ukraini stvoriat` reyestr pokhovan` zhertv Holodomoru, 31 March 2017, https://galinfo.com.ua/news/v_ukraini_

stvoryat_reiestr_pohovan_zhertv_golodomoru_256301.html
15 For a more detailed account on the state policy regarding Holodomor in 1990s–2000s, see Georgiy Kasianov, “Holo-

domor and the Politics of Memory in Ukraine after Independence,” in Holodomor and Gorta Mór: Histories, Memories
and Representations of Famine in Ukraine and Ireland, eds. Christian Noack, Lindsay Janssen, and Vincent Comerford
(London: Anthem Press, 2012), 167–88.

16 Kyivs`kyj mizhnarodnyj instytut sotsiolohii Dumky naselennya Ukrayiny shchodo vyznannya Holodomoru 1932–1933 rr.
henotsydom, 20 November 2007, http://kiis.com.ua/?lang=ukr&cat=reports&id=448&page=41

17 N. Polishchuk, “Stavlennia naselennia do Holodomoru 1932–1933 rokiv, lystopad 2013 (dynamika ta heohrafiya),” 23
November 2013, http://infolight.org.ua/content/stavlennya-naselennya-ukrayini-do-golodomoru-1932-1933-rokiv-
listopad-2013-dinamika-ta-geografiya

18 “Sotsiolohichna hrupa Reitinh. Dynamika stavlennia do Holodomoru 1932–1933 rr,” 19 November 2019, http://
ratinggroup.ua/research/ukraine/dinamika_otnosheniya_k_golodomoru_1932-33_gg.html

19 Dieter Pohl, “The Holocaust in Ukraine: History–Historiography–Memory,” in Stalin and Europe: Imitation and Domina-
tion, 1928–1953, eds. Timothy Snyder and Ray Brandon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 190–206.

20 Leonid Makarovych Kravchuk, “Vystup Holovy Vekhovnoyi Rady Ukrayiny L. Kravchuka na memorialniy tseremoniyi u
Babynomu Yaru” 5 zhovtnya 1991 roku, L. M. Kravchuk,” Golos Ukrayiny, 8 October 1991.
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the “mass extermination of Soviet citizens, in particular Jews, by German Fascist
invaders.”21

In the 1990s–2000s, the Holocaust studies gradually developed in Ukraine mostly as a
result of determination of a small number of enthusiasts in academia and civil society
(mostly of Jewish origin) supported by foreign foundations. The non-governmental Ukrai-
nian Institute for the Holocaust Studies Tkuma (est. 1999), the Ukrainian Center for Holo-
caust Studies in Kyiv (est. 2002), and the Center for Studies of Memory Policy and Public
History “Mnemonics”22 in Rivne (est. 2016) are the principal Holocaust research and public
history institutions in Ukraine. All receive their funding either from foreign donors or from
private benefactors. Holocaust museums in Kharkiv (est. 1996) and Odesa (est. 2009) were
established on the initiative of private persons, whilst rhe Museum of the History of Jews
and the Holocaust in Dnipropetrovsk (est. 2012) was funded by private members of the
local Jewish community. Private persons also collaborated in establishing and funding
the most resonant and large-scale Holocaust commemorative project in Babyn Yar in
Kyiv, which has provoked a number of public controversies.23

Some of the most resonant commemoration projects aimed at the identification of
sites of execution of Jews were launched in Ukraine in 2002 on the initiative of the
French Catholic priest Patrick Desbois – the founder of the NGO Yahad – In Unum.24

In 2010, with the support of the American Jewish Committee and the German
Foreign Ministry, the project was rebranded as “Let us protect the memory!” The
new name suggests not only the identification of, and care for, the burial places of
Holocaust victims, and the organisation’s activities also included educational events
involving the local population.25

The state’s attitude to Holocaust remembrance can be expressed in the formula: “we
approve and do not interfere.” State bodies usually provide “in-kind support” in the
form of giving permissions and being patrons for educational events, commemorations,
and publications. Ukrainian presidents make regular formal visits to the old Soviet mem-
orial site in Babyn Yar dedicated to the mass killings of the “citizens of Kyiv.”

The word “Holocaust” appeared in the official language under President Viktor Yush-
chenko (2005–2010) and he also conferred on Babyn Yar the status of a “state historical
reserve” to. However, this did not result in any further moves in the state commemoration
policies towards Holocaust memory.

Following instructions from the Council of Europe, in 2000 the Ukrainian Ministry of Edu-
cation and Science recommended universities to start teaching a course on the history of
the Holocaust. In 2006, the word “Holocaust” made its first appearance on university
entrance exams for History and according to John-Paul Himka, by 2013 centres of Ukrainian
history at ten universities have introduced such courses since the end of the 2000s.26

21 Kabinet ministriv Ukrayiny, Postanova, “Pro zakhody u zv’yazku z 50-richchyam trahediyi Babynoho Yaru,” 10 Septem-
ber 1991, http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/192-91-п

22 Ukrains`kii instytut vyvchennia Holokostu “Tkuma,” https://www.tkuma.dp.ua/en; Ukrains’kii tsentr vyvchennia Holo-
kostu https://www.holocaust.kiev.ua; Tsentr studii polityky pamiati ta publichnoi istorii “Mnemonika,” https://
mnemonika.org.ua/

23 Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center, https://babynyar.org/en
24 https://www.yahadinunum.org
25 Zakhyst i memorializatsiya mists masovykh vbybstv yevreyiv Ukrayiny, http://www.protecting-memory-ua.org/
26 John-Paul Himka, “The Reception of the Holocaust in Post-Communist Ukraine,” in Bringing the Dark Past to Light: The

Reception of the Holocaust in Postcommunist Europe, eds. John-Paul Himka and Joanna Beata Michlic (Lincoln, NE: Uni-
versity of Nebraska Press 2013), 641.
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Before the middle of the 2000s, the Holocaust was presented in world history text-
books, but only as a European event and textbooks on the history of Ukraine did not
contain information about extermination of Jews on the Ukrainian terrain.27 As a separate
topic, it emerged in the educational programmes on History for secondary schools after
2005 and became a topic of the Ukrainian history curriculum.28 In some cases, it was
awarded a special section,29 in others, it remained limited to a handful of lines about
mass killings of Jews.30 Some textbooks mentioned Righteous among the Nations.

More recently, certain changes in the perception and representation of Holocaust
memory in the official discourse and actions have begun to emerge. As in Eastern
Europe at the turn of the 1990s–2000s, the recognition of the Holocaust has become a
form of “entry ticket” to the European Union (Ukraine was waiting for the ratification
by the members of the EU of the Association Agreement, signed in the summer of
2014). In December 2015, President Petro Poroshenko delivered a speech in the
Knesset and apologized on behalf of Ukraine for the deeds of those Ukrainians who col-
laborated with the Nazi regime in the extermination of Jews.31 In 2015–2016, Poroshenko
published three decrees dedicated to the organization of memorial events for the
seventy-fifth anniversary of the Babyn Yar massacre. The first decree mentioned “one of
the most tragic pages of the Holocaust, the mass murder of Kyiv Jews” and proposed
the creation of a permanent exhibition dedicated to the Holocaust in the National
Museum of the History of Ukraine in the Second World War.32 When preparing a travelling
exhibition on the history of the Second World War, the Ukrainian Institute of National
Memory (UINP) dedicated separate panels to the Holocaust and to the Ukrainians who
were honoured as Righteous Among the Nations.33 In 2017, the UINP co-financed one
thousand copies of a guidebook on Babyn Yar for teachers, prepared by the Kyiv-based
Ukrainian Center for Holocaust Studies, whilst the organization’s official website presents
some brief information about the Holocaust in Ukraine on the page dedicated to Inter-
national Holocaust Remembrance Day.

In February 2017, the Ministry of Education and Science presented “The Holocaust in
Ukraine and Europe” as a separate topic in the programme of a new, integrated course
called “History: Ukraine and the World” for grades 10 and 11 in secondary schools.34

This subject was to replace the two, separate existing history courses. In 2016 and
2017, it was common practice in Ukrainian schools to have an annual “class hour” or
special lesson on January 27 dedicated to International Holocaust Remembrance Day,

27 Johan Dietsch, Making Sense of Suffering: Holocaust and Holodomor in Ukrainian Historical Culture (PhD diss, Lund Uni-
versity, 2006).

28 https://mon.gov.ua/ua/osvita/zagalna-serednya-osvita/navchalni-programi/navchalni-programi-dlya-10-11-klasiv
29 O.I. Pometun and N.M. Hupan, Istoria Ukrainy. Pidruchnyk dlia 11 klasu zahal`noosvitnikh navchal`nyx zakladiv. Akade-

michnyj riven’ (Kharkiv: Sytsyia, 2012), 29–31.
30 F.H. Turchenko, Istoria Ukrainy.Pidruchnyk dlia 11 klasu zahal`noosvitnikh navchal`nykh zakladiv. Profil`nyi riven` (Kyiv:

Heneza, 2011), 31; S.V. Kulchytsky and Yu. H. Lebedeva, Istoria Ukrajiny. Pidruchnyk dlia 11 klasu (Kyiv: Heneza, 2011),
47.

31 Speech of the president of Ukraine in Israeli Knesset, 23 December 2015, https://ukrainianjewishencounter.org/en/
news/speech-of-the-president-of-ukraine-in-the-israeli-knesset/

32 Ukaz Prezydenta Ukrayiny, “Pro zakhody u zv’yazku z 75-my rokovynamy trahediyi Babynoho Yaru,” 12 August 2015,
http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/471/2015

33 Ukrains`ka Druha svitiva. Vystavka, http://ww2.uinp.gov.ua/
34 “Ukrainskiy instytut national`noi pamiati, Volodymyr Viatrovych predstavyv konstseptsiyu vykladannia istorii dlya 10–

11 klasiv,” http://memory.gov.ua/news/volodimir-vyatrovich-predstaviv-kontseptsiyu-vikladannya-istorii-dlya-10-11-
klasiv
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although this activity was not centrally coordinated or directed, so there is no data about
the number of these events available.

At first glance, the official line since 2015 seems to have been to promote an inclusive
concept of the Holocaust, including the listing of victims from different ethnic, religious,
social, and political groups – among them Ukrainian nationalists –with a special emphasis
on Jews as the primary target of murder. At parliamentary hearings on 27 September
2016, i.e. the 75th anniversary of the Babyn Yar massacre, the term “Holocaust” was
again assigned to this tragic event. The recommendations of the hearings pointed out
that two-thirds of the victims at Babyn Yar were Jews, but other victims, Ukrainians,
Roma, POWs, Ukrainian nationalists, and “representatives of different political views,
beliefs, and nationalities,” were mentioned.35 However, this inclusiveness has provoked
many questions; mentioning Ukrainian nationalists – who took an active part in the
killing of Jews and included antisemitism in their political programmes – as equal
victims of the Nazi regime has sparked public debates about the moral and political legiti-
macy of this approach.

It is unclear, however, if this immediate interest of the state was triggered by the anni-
versary algorithm or whether it is part of the broader shift to a more inclusive model of
historical memory which would exceed the current borders of the enthnocentric narrative
of memory. Ukraine is still not a member of the International Holocaust Research Alliance
although negotiations started in 2005. No sociological poll on knowledge of, or attitudes
towards the Holocaust has been ever conducted to date. The rise of right-wing populism
in Ukraine after 2014, combined with spontaneous manifestations of grass-root antisemit-
ism, vandalism of Jewish sites of memory, and the open glorification of the OUN, UPA, and
Ukrainians who served in Nazi military units further complicates the issue. The state
officially recognizes the Holocaust, however, the integration of it into the Ukrainian his-
torical master narrative as an intimate, inseparable part of the Ukrainian past is still a
matter for the future.36

Comparisons, Emulations, and Political (Mis)uses

The Ukrainian historian Yaroslav Hrytsak suggested that it was probably Raphael Lemkin
who in his unpublished piece (1953) first drew on parallels between the Holocaust and
Holodomor (not using these terms), as paradigmatic cases for genocide.37 This idea
remained in obscurity until the end of the 1970s when it re-emerged as a response to
the rise of the cultural memory of the Holocaust in the US.

Before the 1970s, public commemorations of the Great Famine of 1932–33 in the Ukrai-
nian diaspora of North America followed a traditional pattern of mourning (church mem-
orial services) and public accusation of the “evil Communist power.” Since the 1970s,
particularly after the impressive success of the TV serial “the Holocaust” and the establish-
ment of the president’s commission on Holocaust, the Ukrainian diaspora community

35 Rekomendatsii parlamenst`kykh slukhan` na temu, “75-ti rokovyny trahedii Babynoho Yaru: uroky istorii ta suchasnist,”
16 November 2016, http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1744-19#n12

36 Himka “The Reception of the Holocaust”; Aleksandr Burakovskiy, “Holocaust Remembrance in Ukraine: Memorialization
of the Jewish Tragedy at Babi Yar,” Nationalities Papers 39, no 3 (2011): 371–89; Serhiy Hirik, “Image of Holocaust in
Public Discourse and Contemporary Anti-Semitic Propaganda (Ukraine and Russia Case Study),” Holocaust Studies: A
Ukrainian Focus (Digest) (2019): 13–23.

37 Yaroslav Hrytsak, “Holokost i Holodomor: vyklyky kolektyvnij pamiati,” Krytyka, nos. 1–2 (2011): 14.
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followed and copied the patterns of public representations and political promotion of the
Holocaust as a form of historical memory aimed in recognition of the Famine 1932–33 as
genocide of Ukrainians. The recognition of the Great Famine as a genocide of Ukrainians
became a core of the massive public campaign in the US at the beginning of the 1980s,
undertaken by Ukrainian human rights organizations, émigré political bodies, academic
institutions, media, and churches. In planning and lobbying the creation of the US Com-
mission on Ukraine Famine (1984–88), the initiators and coordinators of the campaign
referred to the materials of the presidential commission on Holocaust from 1978 to
1979.38

Initially, even the term “Holocaust” was appropriated to describe the Great Famine. In
1978, the Ukrainian émigré author, Wasyl Hryshko published the book under the title “The
Ukrainian Holocaust: 1933.”39 It contained initial elements of competition of the victim-
hood. Hryshko stated, that “everything that shocked the consciousness of the world as
a tragedy of Jewish people during the Second World… all this in a different form
occurred to the Ukrainian people long before.” In this reading, the Ukrainian tragedy
was the first in the sequence of similar deeds of totalitarian regimes and no tragedy is
compatible with the Ukrainian one, including the Jewish Holocaust. Unlike the Jewish
tragedy, the world is virtually unaware of the Ukrainian case. In the English edition, this
motif vanished; instead, the author devoted the opening remarks to the public represen-
tation of the “Ukrainian Holocaust” as a genocide of Ukrainians.40 In 1985, a book of
memoirs about the Great Famine had the title “a hidden Holocaust.”41 In the second
half of the 1980s, the term “Ukrainian Holocaust” crossed the ocean and obtained a tem-
porary residence permit in the vocabulary of the heartland of Ukraine. However, by this
time the Ukrainian Soviet writers who turned to the non-Soviet version of the Ukrainian
national idea, had invented and put into broad use the term “Holodomor” both in acade-
mia and in official discourse. As a result, the application of the term “Holocaust” towards
famine declined and became an attribute of few media and para-academic undertak-
ings.42 Nevertheless, emulation, imitation, and borrowings persisted in various forms.

The idea of representation and promotion of Holodomor as a genocide of Ukrainian
people – both in Ukraine and in the world – became an idée fixe and political and
moral credo for president Yushchenko and his entourage. Textual and contextual analysis
of discourses and commemorative practices of Holodomor as a cultural memory proves,
that it was “paradigmatic genocide,”43 which both inspired copying, imitation, and bor-
rowings and became a cause for the competition of martyrdoms.

The ongoing success of the recognition of the Holocaust throughout the world pushed
the Ukrainian politicians, adherents of the ethnonational narrative to further compare and

38 Stanislav Kulchytsky, “Ukrains`ka diaspora spromohlasia donsety svitovi pravdu pro holod,” Uriadovyj Kur’yer, 30 March
2013.

39 Wasyl Hryshko, Ukrains`kyi Holokost: 1933 (New York – Toronto: DOBRUS – SUZHERO, 1978), 13–4.
40 Wasyl Hryshko, The Ukrainian Holocaust of 1933 (Toronto: Bahriany Foundation, 1983).
41 Miron Dolot, Execution by Hunger: The Hidden Holocaust (New York – London: W.W. Norton and Company, 1985).
42 See for instance: Yiurii Mytsyk, Ukrains`kyi Holokost 1932–1933 rokiv. Svidchennia tykh, khto vyzhyv, vol. I (Kyiv: Vydva-

nychyi dim Kyievo-Mohylians’ka Akademia, 2005) (the whole collection includes ten volumes and was published in
2005–14); Volodymyr Zvyglyanych, Ukrayinskyy Holokost: Istoriya i suchasnist, 20 November 2006, http://www.
pravda.com.ua/articles/2006/11/20/3179485/

43 Aleida Assmann, “The Holocaust – A Global Memory? Extensions and Limits of a New Memory Community,” in Memory
in Global Age: Discourses, Practices, Trajectories, eds. Aleida Assmann and Sebastian Conrad (Basingstoke: Palgrave Mac-
millan, 2010), 97.
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copy the practices of Shoah remembrance. In 2000, speaking at the Stockholm Inter-
national Forum on the Holocaust Yushchenko, the then prime minister of Ukraine, said
that the forum inspired him “of another important idea – an analogical commemorative
forum on the victims of mass artificial famines in Ukraine under Stalin’s era.”44 Notably
though, although delivering a speech at the forum devoted to Holocaust, he dedicated
it almost exclusively to Holodomor.

Later, as the president of Ukraine (2005–2010), Yushchenko launched an national and
international campaign on the commemoration of the 75th anniversary of Holodomor
under the slogan “Ukraine remembers – the world recognizes” – pushing the idea of inter-
national recognition of Holodomor as a genocide of Ukrainian people.45 The campaign,
which was heavily influenced by the Ukrainian diaspora, also contained an element of
victimhood competition. Despite substantial academic research based on various data,
which provided estimates of 3.5–4.5 millon human losses in 1931–34, Yushchenko
insisted on the figure of 7–10 million Ukrainians who perished in 1932–33. This figure
came from diaspora organizations who officially decided to refer to those scholars
and amateurs who demanded maximal victimhood. Accordingly, all Ukrainian diplomatic
institutions abroad presented a “7–10” formula without any special references to sources,
calculations, or reliable academic data. Stanislav Kulchytsky, one of the leading research-
ers of the famine and a proponent of the Holodomor-genocide formulation, objected to
this policy. He also revealed the source of inspiration of its enthusiasts. According to him,
the head of the World Congress of Ukrainians Askold Lozynsky insisted on “7–10” simply
because it is bigger than 6 million Jews who perished during Holocaust.46 Lozynsky, in
turn, suggested that Kulchytsky and his followers deliberately reduce the number of
Holodomor victims to avoid competition with the Holocaust.47 In this respect, the Ukrai-
nian Holodomor was not an exception to the whole stream of historical politics in
Eastern Europe and the post-Soviet space in the search for “one’s own genocide”
which would not be inferior to the Holocaust either in scale or impact.48

Yushchenko also was the first top Ukrainian official,who addressed Israel with an appeal
to recognize Holodomor as an act of genocide against Ukrainians and both Petro Por-
oshenko and Volodymyr Zelens`ky followed his call. Needless to say, the recognition of
Holodomor as genocide by Israel is a matter of special importance – while Israeli politicians
and statespersons, readily recognize Holodomor as a tragedy and crime against humanity,
they also see these claims as a challenge to the idea of the uniqueness of the Holocaust.

Sometimes the formula “Holodomor and/versus Holocaust” manifests itself in an
attempt to “balance” these two events. For instance, the 2008 student competition
called “Lessons of the War and Holocaust – Lessons of Tolerance,” which was initiated
by Tkuma and judged by the officials of the Ministry of Education and Sciences several

44 Stockholm International Forum. Conference Series 2000–2001–2002–2004. Message by the Prime Minister of Ukraine,
Victor Yushchenko, 27 January 2000, http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Affinity/SIF/DATA/2000/page925.html

45 For a detailed account of this campaign, see Georgiy Kasianov, Rozryta mohyla: holod 1932–1933 rokiv u politytsi,
paniati ta istorii (Kharkiv: Folio, 2019), 41–70, 90–104.

46 Istoryk na zlami epokh. Stanislav Kultchytsky. Materialy do bibliohrafii, interv’iu, spohady (Kyiv: Instytut istorii Ukrainy
NAN Ukrainy, 2016), 359–60.

47 Askold Lozynsky, “Zahadkovi pidrakhunky zhertv Holodomoru,” 22 April 2018, Ukrinform, https://www.ukrinform.ua/
rubric-society/2446572-zagadkovi-pidrahunki-zertv-golodomoru.html

48 See Evgeny Finkel, “In Search of Lost Genocide: Historical Policy and International Politics in Post-1989 Eastern Europe,”
Global Society 24, no. 1 (2010): 51–70.
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times. Initially, it spoke about the “lessons of the Holocaust,” whilst the subsequent draft
envisioned the “study of the history of the Holocaust and holodomors,” and the final
version noted a “support for the study of Ukrainian history: the holodomors in Ukraine,
the events of the Second World War, and the Holocaust.”49

Perhaps the most telling example of the copying of commemorative practices of the
Holocaust is the criminalization of “Holodomor denial.” All thirteen attempts to introduce
civil or criminal responsibility for denial of Holodomor as such or as a genocide referred to
the “Western” practices of the persecution of the “Holocaust denial.” As in many other
cases, the experience of commemorating the Holocaust was used primarily to promote
the genocidal version of Holodomor.

The first moves in this direction originated in the political crisis of 2006–07, provoked
by the battle between president Yushchenko and his allies (National-Democrats, Nation-
alists, and Populists) from one side, and his opponents – the party of big capital (Party of
Regions) and their situational allies (Communists and Socialists) – from another. Yush-
chenko consistently used the Holodomor issue as a tool of political and moral pressure
in his struggle with opponents. They, in turn, accused the president and his allies of
the cynical use of the events of 1932–33 to advance their selfish political goals.

On 28March 2007, Yushchenko submitted a draft law “On IntroducingModifications into
the Ukrainian Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure (On Responsibility for
Denial of Holodomor of 1932–33 as a Genocide of Ukrainian People and Denial of Holocaust
as a Fact of Genocide).” He proposed the introduction of criminal responsibility for “the
denial of the Holodomor of 1932–33 as the genocide of the Ukrainian people and the Holo-
caust as the genocide of Jewish people.”50 The draft contained a novelty: it aimed at crim-
inalization not the denial itself, but the interpretation of the event as a genocide. It was
directed against opponents who perceived the Holodomor-genocide formula as a part of
a purely political venture and used the debate for labelling the opponents as zoological
nationalists, who did not care about the fate of other peoples – victims of the famine.

Between 2010 and 2013, the Holodomor issue again became a political football
between those in power, this time represented by Yanukovych, and motley opposition
(national-democrats, liberals, new left, nationalists, populists). For the sake of improve-
ment of relations with Russia Yanukovych rejected the Holodomor-genocide formula.
The opposition immediately used this move to blame Yanukovych for anti-Ukrainian poli-
tics (among many other things) and launched “counter-Yanukovych” commemorative
activities aimed at pushing him aside from genuine commemoration. They even
created a Public Committee for Honoring of the Memory of the Victims of Holodomor-
Genocide.51 Holodomor again became an instrument in political struggle, while the
term Holocaust again disappeared from official speech.

The Holodomor-Holocaust pair re-emerged in the political games of 2014. MPs from
the nationalist “Svoboda” party submitted a draft law proposing the introduction of crim-
inal sanctions “for the denial of the Holodomor as a fact of genocide of the Ukrainian

49 Polozhennia pro Mizhnarodnyy konkurs “Uroky Holokostu—uroky tolerantnosti” (2008) author’s personal archive. I
express my gratitude to Pavlo Poliansky, former Deputy Minister of Education and Science for sharing this document.

50 Poyasnyuvalna zapyska do Proektu Zakonu Ukrayiny, “Pro vnesennya zmin do Kryminalnoho ta Kryminalno-protses-
sualnoho kodeksiv Ukrayiny,” 29 March 2007, http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=29881

51 Dmytro Barkar, “Yanukovych i Herman vshanuyut` pamiat` pro Holodomor okremo vid reshty Ukrainy?” Radio Svoboda,
18 November 2010, https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/2223047.html
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people and the Holocaust as a fact of genocide of the Jewish people.” The Holocaust
rhetoric was routinely used as a stand-in for the idea of criminalizing the “denial of the
Holodomor” (this use of the Holocaust by the members of a party with notoriously
anti-Semitic leadership was like a bad joke).52 Notably, the “denial of Holocaust as a
fact of genocide” disappeared from the next submissions of the same draft law, then
devoted to the criminalization of the denial of Holodomor as a genocide ratified by
Svoboda in November 2017 and September 2020.

Poroshenko also did not avoid the temptation of using the Holodomor-Holocaust
formula. In a speech devoted to the anniversary of the Great Famine of 1932–33 he
stated, that “not recognizing Holodomor is as immoral as not recognizing Holocaust”
and proposed sanctions for Holodomor and Holocaust denial.53

After 2014, the Ukrainian ruling class have also become more consistent in following
the Eastern European model of memory in equating Communism and Nazism (within
the “double victim” model of historical memory). This has added a new nuance to the
comparison of the Holodomor and Holocaust and it is now possible to hear media
outlets professing the ethnocentric narrative that Stalin destroyed millions of Ukrainians
just as Hitler exterminated millions of Jews.54

Concluding Remarks

The use andmisuse of the Holocaust and/versus Holodomor pair in the politics of memory
by “memory warriors” and discourse mongers is predictable and inevitable for the reasons
outlined above. It would also be safe to say their intertwining and the competition
between them is not exclusively a Ukrainian phenomenon; indeed it is a rather typical
mode of conduct in the context of competition between either ethnocentric and
global, exclusive and inclusive memory projects.

The uniqueness of the Ukrainian case is that in Ukraine the memory of the Holocaust is
perceived by bearers and promoters of the ethnocentric narrative not so much as a global
memory project, but rather as a competing ethnonational project when compared to the
Holodomor. In this case one can observe a paradoxical balance: within the country, the
cultural memory of Holodomor dominates, while the memory of the Holocaust remains
a marginal topic. Outside of Ukraine, progress in the recognition of Holodomor by the
“West” looks very modest compared to the globalization of Holocaust remembrance.

Finally, the promotion of global cultural remembrance of the Holocaust also contains a
challenge to the Ukrainian ethnonational narrative, because it involves addressing not
only the bright pages of history dedicated to the Righteous Among the Nations but
also the history of cooperation with the Nazis in the extermination of the Jews. Yet,
that is another story.

52 Proekt Zakonu “Pro vnesennya zmin do Kryminalnoho ta Kryminalnoho protsesualnoho kodeksiv Ukrayini” (shchodo
vstanovlennya vidpovidalnosti za publichne zaperechennya faktu Holodomoru 1932–1933 rokiv, yak faktu henotsydu
Ukrayinskoho narodu, Holokostu yak faktu henotsydu yevreyskoho narodu), 24 November 2014, http://w1.c1.rada.gov.
ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=52360

53 Petro Poroshenko “Ne vyznavaty Holodomor – tak samo amoral`no, yak i zaperechuvaty Holokost,” 25 November 2017,
https://kyivcity.gov.ua/news/petro_poroshenko_ne_viznavati_golodomor__tak_samo_amoralno_yak_i_
zaperechuvati_golokost/

54 See: “Babyn Yar: Pravda vs rosiis`ka propahanda. Vechir s Mykoloyu Kniazhytskym,” 1 May 2021, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=U1V6RmdLv8Y
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